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ABSTRACT
The units contain suggestions for various approaches

to the study of specific careers and career clusters at the junior
.high school level, and proVide 13 lessons covering the areas of:
obtainkhg career information, creative,writing, journalism, health,
environmental control, personal services and government,job-
%ppl\ication techniques, writing skills,'and money-Management. Each
lesson includes a performance objective, activities that are chosen
by the students, and hn outcome measure. Each lesson contains a list
of possible learning activities and assighm'ents: suggested reading,
writing assignwents, and discussion topics. A list of suggested films
,complete the document. (JB)
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Vocation Units,

t...4

to the study of specific careens and career clusters.

In most cases the order of tlr'lOssons is not siiiticant.
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Career Preparation Knowledge and:Skills Domain

. P iR ..

Performance 01J1(xtvot,: Kach student will gain knowledge in the-arba of
,1.1 0 tizoll :sh tug between n ficti tioue account of a _career aftd a fee-

wal deoer)pLion. .

0 Each :student will also. ,learn about determining
elements of factual description in a career novel 'and their pur-
pose, as evidenced by a 2 page report ,comparing a-novel on a given

--------------rose-mn-rsermrmarmal. MIIILIMI103.1MYNIO.M.IMIMMala

Activities;

N:b

1. Each otudent will select a career cluster from the sheet of
fifteen career clusters. He will then read a novel connected

with one of the careers in the cluster. Students will be en-

couraged to use the publielibrary and their own collections
to find books concerning careers in the ;luster they have
chosen.

2. Each student will then read factual'material in the area of 11

the.career discussed in the book. ' . °

3. .Each student will complete a Written report comparing the-fie-
tional description of the career to the factual information

collected. A minimum of two pages will be required.
.

4. The teacher will confer with the student suggesting tapbs and

'books for abeemulating'fictuadata.

}. Formal composition techiique *Jew will emphasize the elements
ofAKe composition (Introduction, body, conclusion) and basic , -

concise writing techniques-in thb areaof comparing two sources

prior to the written report. 1

A.,
r

Outcome Measure: 2 page comparison paper for teacher evaluation

. 2:.
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Performance Object.i.ve:
Thu A.t.tduilLn will gain linortiadgei concerning hit.

,own interests -in the area of living accommodations, or Career

choice, orin the area of creative fiction writing as evidenced, by

selection and completion of one of the following activities

Activities:

I

1. Draw a detailed diagram (to scale) including placement o

Lure, or your dream house.

2. Complete the above making a model instead'of a"diagram.

3. Write short story (5 pagessin length) with the protagonist,

involved in a,career you have studied or plhn to 4040.

4. Write a research report about.a U.S. oiLWorld city you have

heard about and would like to live in. Your report. should

contain information aboiut.the climate, special Cultural tea..

tures, general important industriesbr other large employers,

53
information about living conditions and

your reasons for wanting to live there, Pictures are ancour-

Aged. ,

5. Compile a bibliography or a.
specific career based on material

in at least two libraries. .

.

G. Writo :al) interview:. of t least three people pursoing4-Career

you have dnosen. (The Coacher canhte consulted for suggestions

.
concerning people to interview.).

I'

7.
Compile.sevekl short reports (at least 4) on careers withdar

one career cluster foi the'class file. ,

8. Keep an accurate journal -concerning the activities, of the carni

val work tobe used in th0 future.
, ( I.

Outcome Measure:
Studpiltsi project for teacher evaluation

, . .. .

. .
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Career Preparation KnoWledge:and Skills Domain

At

Perfokmance Object :lye: tacti student will gain knowledge -in --the- -area of

.
general newspaper organization and the requirements of writing in

specific sections eb evidenced by a list of career Opportunities

'"n"------avZab-ffrrra'§Er'IRS'IiflDSErprttrtpitTptrtrra-etimwa'vdaeed
newspaper.

Activities:

4. Speaker from Post - Dispatch will outline various career opportm-

. nities available at a large irwspaper.

2.' The students will receive five consecutive days of the Post-

Dispatch to look' at and discuss.

3. The student will select one of the following activities after

each has been previewed in class.

a. head_liher f. cartoonist

b. news writer g. lay-ogt worker

c. editorial writer h. photographer (optional

d. television reviewer i. question-s4wer column

e. woman's page editor

Any others the class discovers while examining the paper

4.' Each student or group of students will work at'his task prepar-

ing several papers \demonatrating ability in the area be has

chosen.

5. Use movies applicable tp figstappers .

6. Read and discuss "the,Scoop" in 22 Short Stories

Outcome Measure:

1. The class will elect a editor and produce a small newspaper based

on group work mentioned above.

2. Each student will produce a list of career opportunities 'avail-,

able in the newspaper field.

3=
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Self Knowledge Bodkin .

Performance Objective: Each ,ntudent will gain information about .dstail-

ink information in a life story as. shown in'individual famous biog..

.raphies and alItobiographies,as wallas student's own biography. ,

Each' student will galminforgation concerning his

. own' interests through the'KuOr preference Teat.

Activities:
4

t

'4.
1.. Discussion of autobiography add the function it'perves.

2. Read Autobilography of. Malcolm X Ciapl Chapter 1.and disduess early

events as motivation kor his later choices in areas of career,

general values, and bbiAets.

If time and, interest permits, other selections from biographies

and autobiographies may be'read and discussed here with the focus

centering on early career planning and the, effects family life

and early poor group experience have an vocational planning.

3. Writing of individual autobiographies stressing_beliefs_and

.aspirations, as-opposed-to-chronological-4410=N .

4. Discussion of preferences' foraeisure time and implications

preferences.

5. Kuder Preference test administration (Note some students will

have to record their choices orally as the test is long and

accuracy in reading is important.)

6. Scoring of the test and charting of the scores.

7. Noel student will meet with his teacher and counselor `to discuss

test results.

8. The- student will compare his .own aspirations with the test

results.

Outcome Measure: The student will observe the kinds of leisure activities

he enjoys in-the career setting he has chosen and discuss this with

the teacher.

- 4 -
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.Career Preparation. Knowledge and Skill Domain

Pekormanco Obiociiv;:: The student will gain information of 'duties and
preparatLonn required for ono or:more of ,the career's outlined by

a speaker in the health careers area, as evidenced.by a*Mee
report.

Activities:1=
1. A representative from a university medical center will address

the class concerning career opportupities available within a
,modern hospital complex.

6
.

2. Each student will select one of the careers discussed mid.como.
plete a txotpagi report.

3. Students will be encouraged to use inforiation available at the

'Hanley and University CityLibraries.

4. Students having relatives or friends working in a hospital

will be encouraged to interview these' people' for a more pet

-ized look at the career selected.

1

-----=Outcome-Measure:Each-student-will-sutelit_his_report-for_evaluation_iby_the.
teacher.

I I.



Career preptiation Knowledge and Skill Domain

Performance Olrjectivs: Each student will acquire knowledge concerning

the diversity of careers in the environmental control cluster and

will demonstrate this knowledge by a list of several career opportu.

bities'presented-by the speaker and a file of articles clipped from

'newspapers or, magazines over a week period concerning environmental

control.

Activities:

1. A spe4kei. .rill speak to the class about career opportunities in

environmental control.

) 2. Class discussions will center around the vocations discussed.,

above and the material and non-material'advantages.

3. Some magazines and newspapers will be available in the class-

room for the students to use i clipping articles on scrim-

mental control.

.4. Students will tal.te suamaries of articles during class.

5:--Each sti.ide7n. -file- will 'be- ke inthis classroom.

Outcome Measure:

1. Five students will volunteer or-be asked to present their file

to-the class. These students will receive an oral report grade

as well as a summery grade.
4 A

2. Other files and summaries will be evaluated by the teacher..

6
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Career-Preparation Knowledge and Skill Domain .

,

Performance Objective: Each student will gain knowledge about the career
opportunities available in the hospitality and personal service
cluster.

Each student will also gain knowle e concernin
,;*.up erac ion as am ence. a compos ion concerning a group
of individual experience and a set of essay questions based on a
short story read and discussed in class.

I

I

.

. :1. A representative from the JCCA will discuss career opportunitiel
in the area listed abcp 'th the class.

2. Idea of recreational groups and various other career opportuni-
ties brill be'discussed. Students will be encouraged to find out'
about various phone services operated to help young people and
answer questions., {See Lie Magazine, June 23, 1972)

3. Grew functioning will also_be_discuused_tbroUgh_the_short_____
stories. "The Lottery" S. Jackson and "Oh What a Leely Night"
S. Jackson. -Discussion of stories. will occur in groups.

4. An experiment in grotip pressure can be conducted by 'sending one
-student.on an errand while,class is given the folloWing instruc-
tions. k -

-- Five groups or two lines each are drawn on the board. In

each'cape "A" is longer than "B". When asked which is

shorter each class member is to say "A".

The student out of the room must then depend on his ability to

stand alone. Each answer is recorded on the board.,

A discussion of why the person capitulated or did not follow
-with a general analysis of theTeX06Eiment: OP

5. Discussion of group experience. and peer pressure, .rhaps
ing on class relationships or inter-school relationships.

6. A st ort. composition will be written concerning individual or

groip experience.

Outcome Measure:

1. Each student will submit answers to essay questions uased on

a short story discussed in groups.

2. Each student will submit a short composition based on a group,

or individual experience for teacher evaluation.

-7-
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Career PreparatiOn Knowledge andAill Domain

Performance Objective: Each student will gain knowledge concerning ways

'to obtain information from government agencies and institutions

outside of the State.

.Students will also gain knowledge concerning the

diversity of:career opportunities,av
and natural resource cluster.

Activities:

a e in 11

1. Each Student will make a rough draft and a final copy of a busi-

ness letter to be sent to:

a. Department of Agriculture
I

b. An 'Agri-busines'organization

c. Colleges with agriculture-and mining programs

Example: Texas i& M
40

When informari 33-received - he student
will combine it with

information Available at the library and will complete a

report.

3. Three students will.be ask& co present their reports to the

class.

; -

Outcome Measure:

1. The teacher will grade and make suggestions concerning the busi-

i ness letter before mailing.

2. Each student will submit his report for teacher evaluation.

3. Those students who present to the class will receive oral

grades as well.

4. Reports will be graded for organization and clarity.

8



Career Preparation Knowledge :and Skills Domain

Performance ObjecLlyet Each etationL will gain knowledge orProceduros for

apply for a Job andwill be able to write a business letter seek-

ing an application, complete an application form, and complete a W-4

forth,' as evidencedby performance of these tasks and by role playing

a job interview.

Activitiesf

I. Each student will be givenla copy of a newspaper. (Post-Dispatch

should be in the cla6sroom for use.) After a discussion concern -

ing use of the want ads and arrangezent etc., each student will

be asked to'find an ad which offer§ the kind of vocation hp is

interested_inrstudAng.

(Teacher may want to use the ad. section for a simple scanning

game if time Permits: .

If all students have a 'copy of the 'same papeithe teacher main-

select several items contained in the want ads and ask the stun,

dents to locate the full ad or find outadditional information

by scanning the section. Example: "What /number would I call to

inquire about a jobas an LPN at St. Luke's Hospital" etc.

The student who finds the answers first may go to the board or

'raise his hand or 'merely say the answer, aloud, depending on the

teachers desires. Points can be accumulated if this is,done

more than once.

This activity can be, repeated often if the class enjoys it and

the teacher feels comfortable using it as a break from class

routine.)

2. The student should clip the ad and begin his business letter.

The teacher.might wit to review the essential components of a

business letter and its organization at this time.'

3. Each student should write a rough draft of a business letter to

the company or person mentioned in his ad. The following items

should be included.

a. Request for application(foremployment

'b. Request for interview concerning job

4. The teacheii should correct to cal mistakes in organization and

format or the rough draft and urn,the fir of the letter

to the students for rewriting.

Role playing as the Personnel Director of the company or org

tion mentioned in each student's adt,the teacher should type a

personal letter in response to the final copy of the business

letter.

- 9 -
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Career Preparation Knowledge and Skills Domain

Activities `continued)'

6. "The typed letters should be enclosed in an envelope with an
applicationsform and returned to the students.

'/
7. ,The teacher,iill instruct the class concerning the proper

filljing out of such forms as W-4 forms, Social Security, etc.
(Copies/of these should be made and distributed to the class
sg that each student may fill out his own teopy.)

\ .

this class period the purpose of these documents will

discussed.

Note: Those students who wish t go on to look at Income Tax forms

I

andlearn how to complete ese tycuments correctly.

. Application forms (a rough draft and the final copy given to718

the student in the envelope from the teacher) will be completed

carefully.

9. The teacher sholad spend time discussing interviewing and its

purpose. The discussion should focus on first impression ideas

vs really evaluating a candidate for a job. (Idea of being

hypocritical jobs that demand a particular kind of appearance

or attitude) -I

10..A group of four or five studentsrshould be assigned the task of

reading up on the interuiewing process and role playing an inter
view for the class.

Note: This assignment is an oral grade and should be recorded with the

other voluntary oral grades in this project.

11. Interviewing groups should be assigned after the-above demonstra

,tion. Each student will be interviewed and be an interviewer.

Note: The teacher and counse r (if possible) should be in the various

groups. The student should present his final copy of the applica

tion form at the time/of the interview.

Outcome Measure:

A. Completion of business letters, application forms, W-4 forms

B. Participation in role playing a job interview

10'1O-
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Career Preparation Knowledge and Skills Domain

Performance Objectives Eaco student. will gain expo lence in managing his
money, as evidenced by completion of check account, application
forms and discussion of differences betwe checking and saving

ac0010114

Activity:

1. After the interview, cheating account forms ould be filled
out carefully with information regarding the difference be
ween checking and savings accounts.

Outcome Measure:

A. Completion of checking Account application forms

4 B. Past.icipation in discussions of money management

9



Career Preparation Knowledge 'and Skills Domain

Performance Objective: Each student, will gain Information about a

career of his choice, as evidenced by a written report about the

,career.

Activities:

1. After student has received his letter, the class should

spend one day'of general orientation in the library reviewing

the use of the reader's guide, card catalogue and general loca

tion of print and nonprint information on careers. .

2. The Ledu,her w.1.11 spell
structure of an outline-and it's purpose.

3. Each student will then completean outline;of a newspaper ar=

ticle of his own choice.

(Suggestions: sport's articles, women's pages, movie reviews'

etc.)

00 ' $ V: :

4. The teacher will discuss the basic format of the report and make

suggestions about the oral presentation. The importance of clear

organization of the written "notarial should be related back to

the outline lesson and stressed.

A. Some suggestions for material to be included in the written

report. ('Decisions concerning length and specific items to

be included are left to the discretion of the teacher and

the choice of the students.
NOON.,

1. Specific description of vocation duties, responsibili

ties, hburs, special working conditions.

2. Educatiigorequired and availability of this edu1Cation.

3% Approximate salary expected at the beginning of work
)

Reasons for choice of this vocation

4. Explanation of the careers cluster the vocatln belongs

to and brief statement concerning other voc ions in

this cluster.

B. A list of 15 vocabulary words ref ted to the career chosen

with definitions and one sentence for each word demonstrat

ing knowledge of use.

Outcome Measure: Written Report

12
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Career Preparation Knowledge and Skills Domain

Performance Objective: Each student, will gain information about careers
of interest to his classmates, as evidenced by attention during oral
presentations by other students.

t'r

Activity:

A. Oral presentation suggestions

1. As a 1:eiruiter

and voca
plan a talk designed to

ion in your career choice.

As a source of information in, the student's career choice,
slides showing aspects of the career (wia taped presenta
tion should be encouraged: (Explanation of a collage could
also be used here.)

3. Performance of a studentwritten skit'about an interview
for a job (general) or a first day at work (general)

4. If possible actual contact with the career or career cluster,
under study can be substituted at a hospital. Several
visits to a court, etc.

Outcome Measure: Attention during oral presentations by students



Self Knowledge and Career Preparation Knowledge and Skilli Domain

Notes The following.ie subject to approval of the.school.administration.

Performance Objectives The students will gain experience in organisation'

,
and execution of a school moneymaking venture.

Activities;

\\1.

.Students will produce the Hanley Carnival in conjunction with

the PTA and any other groups interested.-

2, Each student will turn in an. evaluation of t4s experience as

an individual and a committee member.\ .

Prpced es: Each member of the class will sign up for one of the following.

ups.

' a. Construction .- actual building of booths

b. Business . in charge of setting prices, getting tickets,

monitoring intake of,money during the carnival

c. Booth design - in charge of taking suggestioni for various

booths and assigning groups of students duto.

side the class to booths and making sure iteee

necessary for games etc., are gotten

d. Layout - in charge of the g eral floor plan of the carnival-

also to aid in'c ruction etc., with painting etc.

e. Publicity - in charge of signing and executing an advertis-

ing campaign to capture student And community

interest.

f. Scheduling and monitoring - in charge of setting up schedules

with booth chairman to cover
booths during the carnival and ,/
genmmamenitoz.irm4.0ving infor-
mation during the carnival etc.

g. Refreshment - in charge of setting up ASOth where snack-
taTe food will be sold.

h. Clean-up - in charge of returning the carnival area to some

semblance of normalcy.

3. After the carnival each student will write up a =Cary of his

experiende and an evaluation of this activity as a class project.

Outcome Measure: The success of the carnival as a 461e, financially and as

a form of entertainment for eChool and community.

Each student's' summation of his activities'and ais re-

action to them will measure the value of this activity as a

elass'project.



Self Knowledge and Career Preparation.Knowledge and

Outcome Measure (cont

Note: ganley lus had a carnival in the past., Mr. Jack

stein, former Hanley.teacher, sponsored the lasrltti.-

valf at H y in'the spring of 19/0. He could be contacted

for advi e as he is still in the area.

A wide'particip tion beyond the limits of this class and the 8th,

grade should b encouraged here on 'an after school basis. \

The design of games and other booths (fortune telling, night club,

jail etc.) should be left entirely up to the students. If possible

the class should serve as a director of interested students fro*

the general student body and coordinators between students, facUl

and the PTA.,

Note: This project should be introduced at the beginning of the

course and werkid on sporadically Is needs demand. Special

class time should be given for construction committee and

publicity committees. The advice and aid of shop and art

teachers should be enlisted.

15



Suggested 1 films .

1. Post Dispatch movie on the makiniof a newspaper

2. "Poe Visits with the Autbopi$

3. "Story of a writer"

4. '"Reporting and Explaining"

5. "Career as a Secretary"

6. "Career in Electronics"

7. "Career in Elementary teaching"

8, "Career in Forestry"

9. "Career in the building trade"

10. "the Doctor".

11. "Industries of the. Future"

12. "Personal Qualities for a Sob"

13. "Planning Your Career"

4. "Take a Letter from AZ"

15. "Your Job Applying for pit"

14. "Your Job Find the right one"

17: "Your Job Fitting in"

1 "Tool and pie or mold-markets

No Teacher should preview films and make a decision concerning which

- 7t; ones to use and when they mitht be most valuable.

Following a fit, students might be asked to discuss thelklk, 006

tinue study of the material introduced in the library, sumkkrise

the contents in report form. Make a list of voc iordi, role

playa situation given in the film etc.
I
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